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Linda, as in the Linda Murder 2013
in the middle of an unusually hot swedish summer a young woman studying at the vaxjo police academy
is brutally murdered police inspector evert bäckström is unwillingly drafted in from stockholm to head up
the investigation egotistical vain and utterly prejudiced against everything bäckström is a man who has
no sense of duty or responsibilty thinks everyone with the exception of himself is an imbecile and is only
really capable of warm feelings towards his pet goldfish and the nearest bottle of liquor if they are to
solve the case his long suffering team must work around him following the scant few leads which remain
after bäckström s intransigence has let the trail go cold blackly comic thrillingly compelling and utterly
real linda as in the linda murder is the novel which introduces the reader to the modern masterpiece that
is evert bäckström a man described by his creator as short fat and primitive he is without doubt the real
deal when it comes to modern policing

Linda - As in the Linda Murder Case 1975-02-01
the irascible obdurate and very thirsty detective superintendent evert bäckström of the national murder
squad returns in a new novel from the reigning master of scandinavian fiction it s the dead of summer in
the sleepy town of växjö when twenty year old police cadet linda wallin is found lying facedown in her
mother s apartment brutally murdered and raped with no clear motive or suspect in sight a series of
bureaucratic mix ups causes the national crime unit to send bäckström and his team into the countryside
to solve the case the ever irritable bäckström leaves his beloved goldfish behind checks into a local hotel
and begins to reconstruct the night of linda s murder but with more than a few bottles in tow and a
constantly growling stomach to look after things don t go so well and bäckström has to rely on the help of
his colleagues to solve the crime no matter how angry that makes him

Linda, As in the Linda Murder 2016-02-23
winner of the petrona award for best scandinavian crime novel 2014 in the middle of an unusually hot
swedish summer a young woman studying at the vaxjo police academy is brutally murdered police
inspector evert bäckström is unwillingly drafted in from stockholm to head up the investigation
egotistical vain and utterly prejudiced against everything bäckström is a man who has no sense of duty
or responsibilty thinks everyone with the exception of himself is an imbecile and is only really capable of
warm feelings towards his pet goldfish and the nearest bottle of liquor if they are to solve the case his
long suffering team must work around him following the scant few leads which remain after bäckström s
intransigence has let the trail go cold blackly comic thrillingly compelling and utterly real linda as in the
linda murder is the novel which introduces the reader to the modern masterpiece that is evert bäckström
a man described by his creator as short fat and primitive he is without doubt the real deal when it comes
to modern policing

Linda, As in the Linda Murder 2016
winner of the petrona award for best scandinavian crime novel 2014 in the middle of an unusually hot
swedish summer a young woman studying at the vaxjo police academy is brutally murdered police
inspector evert bäckström is unwillingly drafted in from stockholm to head up the investigation
egotistical vain and utterly prejudiced against everything bäckström is a man who has no sense of duty
or responsibilty thinks everyone with the exception of himself is an imbecile and is only really capable of
warm feelings towards his pet goldfish and the nearest bottle of liquor if they are to solve the case his



long suffering team must work around him following the scant few leads which remain after bäckström s
intransigence has let the trail go cold blackly comic thrillingly compelling and utterly real linda as in the
linda murder is the novel which introduces the reader to the modern masterpiece that is evert bäckström
a man described by his creator as short fat and primitive he is without doubt the real deal when it comes
to modern policing

Linda, As in the Linda Murder 2013
five torn from the headlines true crime books from an edgar award nominated author and one of our best
reporters john leonard linda wolfe delves deep into the crimes that defy explanation and the twisted
minds of those who commit them in these five books she combines masterful storytelling with brilliant
psychological insight wasted on an august night in 1986 jennifer levin left a manhattan bar with robert
chambers the next morning her strangled battered body was found in central park this new york times
notable book provides a fascinating horrifying and heart breaking account of the so called preppie
murder the crime that shocked a city and a nation ann rule the professor and the prostitute the chilling
case of a college professor who bludgeoned to death the prostitute he loved plus eight other true crimes
including the bizarre story of the marcus brothers twin gynecologists that inspired the david cronenberg
film dead ringers double life the riveting story of how the chief judge of the new york state court of
appeals was brought down by his sexual obsession with a stunning socialite the murder of dr chapman
wolfe skillfully weaves court transcripts love letters and period recollections into an edge of your seat
historical thriller about a notorious crime of passion that rocked pre civil war america love me to death
wolfe embarks on a search for the serial killer who murdered her friend in this intriguing insider s look
into the convoluted mind of a killer the plain dealer

Linda, as in the Linda Murder 2013
winner of the petrona award for best scandinavian crime novel 2014 in the middle of an unusually hot
summer a young woman studying at the swedish police academy is brutally murdered deeply unwillingly
police inspector evert bäckström is drafted in to head up the investigation it is a questionable choice of
detective for such a high profile case bäckström is egotistical vain and utterly prejudiced against
everything a man with no discernable sense of duty who thinks everyone with the exception of himself is
an imbecile and really has only warm feelings towards his pet goldfish and the nearest bottle of liquor he
also thinks he is god s gift to modern policing if they are to solve the case his long suffering team must
work around him following the scant few leads which remain after bäckström s intransigence has let the
trail go cold

The Linda Wolfe Collection 2017-10-31
new york times bestselling author linda castillo is known as a master of the genre people for her pulse
pounding mystery series set in amish country now together for the first time in print a simple murder
features six original short stories starring whip smart chief of police kate burkholder while on vacation
with her partner john tomasetti in long lost kate discovers that the old house where they re staying is
haunted by a girl who disappeared decades before an abandoned baby is discovered on the amish bishop
s front porch in a hidden secret and kate is called in to investigate seeds of deception unearths the
secrets of kate burkholder s own amish past and lays the groundwork for her future career in law
enforcement in the midst of a power outage in painters mill a teenage girl is attacked at an amish party
in only the lucky in dark company is the story of an injured woman with amnesia who seeks kate s help in



trying to remember her attacker s identity and her own in plain sight leads kate to what she believes is a
straightforward hit and run accident but she soon uncovers a story of teenage passion that may have led
to attempted murder

Bäckström 1: Linda, As in the Linda Murder 2015-04-09
still reeling from her mother s recent death karen whitlaw is stunned when she receives a package
containing a mysterious notebook from her estranged father whom she has barely seen since his return
from the vietnam war decades ago then a shocking phone call karen s father has been murdered on the
gritty streets of new orleans for homicide detective marc chastain something about the case of a
murdered homeless man just doesn t add up especially after he meets the victim s daughter far from the
cold woman he expected karen whitlaw is warm and passionate she is also in serious danger a string of
accidents have shaken karen to the core and forced her into the protective embrace of the charming
detective she vowed to resist together they unravel a disturbing story of politics power and murder and
face a killer who will stop at nothing to get his hands on her father s secrets amazon

A Simple Murder 2021-02-09
a detective s shattered memories of a serial killer s clutches reveal clues to new dangers in this
psychological thriller by an edgy clever author beverly barton she can t remember why he chose her or
what he did to her but detective claire morgan knows that something terrible happened to her the night a
deranged serial killer escaped from the mental ward looking for pleasure looking for pain looking for her
recovering in a lakeside resort claire hopes to sort through her broken memories but after suffering a
temporary coma she can barely remember her own lover psychiatrist nicholas black would she be able to
recognize her abductor if she saw him again if he came back for more if only she could remember his
face or his voice if only she could comprehend the evil in his mind or the depths of his cruelty if only she
knew just how close he is to her and everyone she loves

Kill and Tell 2021-09-28
conspiracy to murder is a gripping account of the rwandan genocide one of the most appalling events of
the twentieth century linda melvern s damning indictment of almost all the key figures and institutions
involved amounts to a catalogue of failures that only serves to sharpen the horror of a tragedy that could
have been avoided

Remember Murder 2013-06-01
non fiction documentation of my advocacy and research of christine rothschild s cold case

Conspiracy to Murder 2020-05-05
talia marby serves up delectable english deep fried fare in the heart of the berkshires but she soon
discovers there s something fishy going on in the first novel in the deep fried mystery series sometimes
in this life you have to fish or cut bait after walking away from a miserable job and an even worse
boyfriend talia marby has no regrets she s returned to her hometown and is happy to help her dear friend
bea lambert by working at lambert s fish chips a cornerstone of a charming shopping plaza designed to
resemble an old english village but not all the shop owners are charming phil turnbull has been pestering



bea to sign a petition against a new store opening up and his constant badgering is enough to make her
want to boil him in oil when talia and bea stumble upon turnbull murdered in his shop the police suspect
bea now it s up to talia to fish around for clues and hook the real killer before her friend has to trade
serving food for serving time includes delicious recipes

Murder on the 56th Day 2019-07-31
found missing a true story of domestic violence murder and eternity is a glimpse into the harsh realities
of domestic violence an epidemic that is on the rise in number and intensity linda relives her nine years
of almost daily violence at the hands of her drug dealing husband he committed to change and left to
make his final drug deal he then went missing and for ten years after linda was the main suspect her
book is a true to life murder mystery with heartrending and touching experiences

Fillet of Murder 2015-05-05
this fine social history charts the changing patterns of using poison and the forensic methods developed
to detect it in the victorian era the guardian uk murder by poison alarmed enthralled and in some ways
even defined the victorian age linda stratmann s dark and splendid social history reveals the nineteenth
century as a gruesome battleground where poisoners went head to head with scientific and legal
authorities who strove to detect poisons control their availability and bring the guilty to justice separating
fact from hollywood fiction stratmann corrects many misconceptions about particular poisons and their
deadly effects she also documents how the motives for poisoning which often involved domestic
unhappiness evolved as marriage and child protection laws began to change combining archival research
with vivid storytelling stratmann charts the era s inexorable rise of poison cases

Found Missing 2011-10-28
a brutal murder the upscale suburb of wellesley massachusetts hadn t seen a murder in 30 years then
came halloween 1999 that brisk morning dr dirk greineder 60 and his wife of 32 years mabel took one of
their dogs for a walk in morses pond park a short time later dr greineder led police to the corpse of his
wife she d been bludgeoned stabbed and her throat slashed her husband claimed an unknown assailant
had committed the act possibly the same person responsible for two unsolved murders in nearby towns a
double life dirk greineder was a well respected allergist whose home was valued at half a million dollars
he and mabel had raised three children who had all attended yale like their father but the good doctor
also indulged in a secret life involving phone sex internet porn and motel trysts with prostitutes a family
destroyed a dogged investigation finally yielded enough evidence to lead to greineder s arrest and in a
six week trial that would make national headlines he was supported by his three children while the dead
woman s sister and niece testified for the prosecution there in the courtroom a jury would learn the grisly
details of cold blooded murder and the community of wellesley would learn that you never really know
your neighbors 16 pages of shocking photos

The Secret Poisoner 2016-03-22
acclaimed true crime journalist linda wolfe presents the chilling case of a college professor who
bludgeoned to death the prostitute he loved plus eight other true stories that expose the psychological
forces that drive seemingly respectable people to commit violent unexpected crimes a professor at tufts
university school of medicine a suburban husband and father of three william douglas secretly



frequented boston s combat zone a world of pimps pushers and porn shops one night in 1982 he met
twenty year old prostitute and former art student robin benedict with whom he began a torrid affair that
would end in murder with the revealing psychological insights that made her previous books such
riveting character studies wolfe depicts the catastrophic results of douglas s living out his secret love
fantasies and the complex police investigation that brought the professor to justice among the eight
shorter true crime stories included in this volume is the case of the notorious marcus twins manhattan
gynecologists and drug addicts who were found dead together in an upper east side apartment wolfe also
takes readers into the gay and transsexual clubs of 1980s new york for a twisted story of love and
murder and to the texas suburbs where a privileged fourteen year old boy takes a semiautomatic to his
parents one sweltering july morning

Murder At Morses Pond 2010-08-01
revenge is set to sizzle in the tasty new deep fried mystery from the author of fillet of murder for talia
marby the sweet smell of success is a lot like the pungent aroma of fried fish and vinegar her new
business fry me a sliver is rapidly expanding beyond fish and chips to become one of the best eateries in
the berkshires but the nasty owner of a neighboring boutique is making a stink baiting talia in a very
public fight at a community center fundraiser and nursing an inexplicable grudge when the boutique
owner is found strangled with talia s scarf knotted around her neck our favorite fish fryer finds herself in
hot oil needing to clear her name and fast talia s investigation soon yields some shocking surprises as
well as a sizzling suspicion someone had good reason to want the victim dead and it s frying talia s
nerves includes delicious recipes

The Professor and the Prostitute 2014-08-26
while people across the world were engrossed in the discovery of king tut s tomb the community of
slocum kentucky was caught up in the murder of one of its own in 1927 alvin clemens a 41 year old
husband and father was murdered in his home in court the evidence showed his southern belle wife
annie laurie 30 had been leading a double life while he spent the winter months traversing the northeast
as a salesman what started out with pleas for annie s innocence soon took a path of twists and turns
when love letters as well as multiple lovers were introduced in the courtroom many witnesses were
called during the seven days of testimonies everything was on the line for annie she would go to prison
and lose her son unless the all male jury believed her claim had she killed her husband due to a crime of
passion today nearly a century later the story has been passed down from generation to generation often
it finds its way into family reunions and campfire gatherings in an attempt to solve the mystery it s a
story that refuses to die

Out of the Dying Pan 2016-03-01
the class project investigates the incredible murder of a mother by her two teenaged daughters author
bob mitchell details the murder trial and provides a troubling look at the youth culture that not only
supported the two sisters but encouraged them to commit the crime and then revel in their secret for
almost a year through interviews with witnesses mitchell reveals the world in which the girls lived
exploring the social and psychological elements that influenced their actions



Murder in Little Heaven 2016-04-05
in this psychological thriller following enter evil a homicide detective discovers a body holding her picture
and it s pinned to a voodoo doll mostly fear she suffered a terrifying coma she survived a serial killer s
obsession now homicide detective claire morgan hopes to forget the nightmare of her missouri past in
the city of new orleans but when a body is discovered near her home her darkest fears come rushing
back mostly superstition surrounded by candles and skulls the victim is bound to an altar like a human
sacrifice more disturbing to claire is the voodoo doll in the woman s hands a doll pierced with pins and
wearing a picture on its face a picture of claire morgan mostly murder claire doesn t believe in voodoo
but she does believe in the power of superstition to warp a person s mind and feed a killer s madness it is
here in the muddy bayous where it festers that claire must face her fear head on and meet the man who
s marked her for death praise for linda ladd s claire morgan thrillers one of the most creepy crawly and
compelling psychological thrillers ever fresh fiction chilling compelling suspense be prepared to lose
sleep eileen dryer exciting thrill a minute midwest book review plenty of suspense and surprises
publishers weekly

The Class Project 2008
like ruskin for a new age spalding brilliantly interweaves her own life and her subject s in this story of a
sensational murder case in 1982 as linda spalding was about to leave hawaii and embark on a new life in
canada she was called to jury duty sitting for the trial of a young woman charged with murder maryann
acker was mormon eighteen years old and married to a petty crook and hustler who had hauled her into
a life that led eventually to murder on a hillside above one of hawaii s most beautiful beaches twenty
years later spalding stumbles across the journal she kept through the trial tracks down maryann who is
still in jail and begins a journey into memory into the twists of fate that spin two lives down such different
trajectories the story is maryann s but it is also spalding s as subject and writer overlap like the work of
john ruskin linda spalding s writing brilliantly combines autobiography with the examination of an
external subject and in doing so offers us profound insights into the vagaries of the human heart

Mostly Murder 2013-12-01
in this second installment of persson s trilogy of police procedurals featuring the small fat and primitive
evert bäckström the grand master s most appallingly repulsive and funniest character is finally given his
fifteen minutes of fame by way of his patented combination of laziness luck and an unbelievable sense of
timing a seemingly ordinary murder puzzles bäckström who is struggling with strict orders from his
doctor to lead a healthier life his gut feeling proves him right within days his team has another murder
linked to the first on their hands and reports of alleged ties to a securicor heist gone out of control killing
two the nation needs a hero and the newly appointed head of the västerort police force anna holt needs
somebody to kill the dragon for her who better to heed to the task than evert bäckström self sufficient
ostentatious devoid of moral hawaii shirt clad and latterly armed

Who Named the Knife 2013-07-09
a new york times notable book acclaimed true crime journalist linda wolfe delivers a riveting
comprehensive account of the preppie murder a crime that shocked a city and a nation it was called the
preppie murder a killer and a victim who were attractive smart privileged teenagers on an august night in
1986 jennifer levin left a manhattan bar with robert chambers the next morning her strangled battered



body was found in central park linda wolfe hailed by critic john leonard as one of our best reporters goes
beyond the headlines and media hype to re create a story of privilege and excess sex and partying of a
teenager whose immigrant mother was determined to make a better life for her son a petty thief and
drug user who d been expelled from the best schools it s all here from the initial police investigation
during which chambers claimed levin died accidentally during rough sex to the media frenzy of the
courtroom where chambers took an eleventh hour plea wolfe also delivers heartbreaking portraits of
levin s grief stricken father chambers s in denial mother and the women who dated the accused preppie
killer while he was out on bail a finalist for the 1990 edgar award for best fact crime wasted also
powerfully depicts the freewheeling 1980s society that spawned a generation steeped in violence and
the fatal impulses that drove robert chambers to kill

He Who Kills the Dragon 2013-10-10
loyal beautiful professional impeccably organized potentially lethal sarah stevens is a woman with many
distinct qualities first and foremost a butler par excellence skilled at running large households smoothly
and efficiently she is also a trained bodyguard and expert marksman indispensable to her elderly
employer a courtly gentleman whom sarah has come to respect and love as a father then one night she
thwarts a burglary in progress a courageous act that rewards sarah her requisite fifteen minutes of fame
with the local press but the exposure is enough to catch the attention of a tortured soul who
unbeknownst to sarah will stop at nothing to have her for himself sarah s perfectly ordered life is
shattered when tragedy strikes her beloved employer is brutally murdered the detective investigating
the case assures sarah that she is not a suspect until lightning strikes twice there s a second killing and
this time despite a lack of evidence connecting her to the crime sarah cannot escape the shadow of guilt
the only option left for sarah is to carry on with her life but she doesn t realize that a deranged stalker is
luring her into an elaborate trap one in which she once ensnared might never escape for sarah soon finds
herself at the mercy of a man who will tend to her every whim smother her with affection and crush her
in his all consuming embrace in a nonstop roller coaster ride of unrelenting suspense linda howard has
written her most chilling novel yet dying to please is a breathless thriller of desire and obsession

Little Miss Friendly 2014
may 1942 geneva alexander flees philadelphia and joins the uso to escape the engagement her parents
have arranged for her only to wind up as the number one suspect in her betrothed s murder investigation
diagnosed with retinitis pigmentosa she must find the real killer before she loses her sight or is convicted
for a crime she didn t commit set in the early days of america s entry into wwii and featuring cameo
appearances from hollywood stars murder of convenience is a tribute to individuals who served on the
home front especially those who did so in spite of personal difficulties reminding us that service always
comes as a result of sacrifice betrayal blackmail and a barrage of unanswered questions murder of
convenience is the first in the exciting new women of courage series

Wasted 2014-08-26
alexandra cooper manhattan s top sex crimes prosecutor is brought into what promises to be a messy
case gemma dogen was found in her own office in a new york hospital sexually assaulted soaked in her
own blood and considered likely to die before she can be moved to the emergency room alex combs
through her files for murders with similar modus operandi while mike chapman and the other detectives
concentrate on possible motives amongst her friends and colleagues many of whom had found gemma a



professional thorn in their sides two facts rapidly become apparent the hospital itself is far from secure
and someone believes that alex has discovered something far too damaging for them to let her live

Dying to Please 2002-04-29
manhattan sex crimes prosecutor alexandra cooper discovers that her current date rape case has
become complicated by her client s secrets as well as by a colleague s investigation into the murder of
an elderly harlem woman

Murder of Convenience 2018-10-15
like the work of john ruskin spaldings writing brilliantly combines autobiography with the examination of
a sensational murder case and in doing so offers readers profound insights into the vagaries of the
human heart

Likely To Die 2011-05-19
acclaimed true crime journalist linda wolfe recounts a powerful true life crime story of her own her search
for the serial killer who murdered her friend in 1983 jacqui bernard was found dead she was a
philanthropist a writer an activist and a friend of linda wolfe s two years after she was killed the police
had a name ricardo caputo a handsome charming latin american man who had stabbed choked and
strangled his first three victims he had tortured his next two victims and beaten them to death the target
of an international fbi manhunt caputo enjoyed a twenty plus year crime spree that took him all
throughout america and across the mexican border in 1994 caputo turned himself in confessing to the
slayings of four women but not to the murder of jacqui bernard seeking closure wolfe embarked on a
journey that took her into police precincts lawyers and psychiatrists offices the homes of the victims
families and prison where she conducted three interviews with caputo as he awaited trial at once
intimate and visceral love me to death is an enthralling true tale of crime and punishment and the evil
that resides in the darkest corners of the human psyche

The Kills 2005
denver colorado has become one the nation s major metropolitan areas but since its founding in 1858
denver has seen its share of violence and mayhem in murder in the mile high city the first 100 years
author linda wommack aided by fellow writer and researcher linda jones describes forty two of riveting
murder cases that made headlines during denver s first century the cases range from the married
socialite who was the cause of the death of one of two of her lovers neither of whom was her husband to
man who planted a bomb on the united airlines plane carrying his mother giving him the dubious
distinction of being responsible for the first airborne terror attack wommack also examines the role
played by denver newspapers in the prosecution of the accused

Who Named the Knife 2007
great mini book about melinda loveless who committed the heinous torture and murder of 12 year old
shanda sharer loveless was only 16 when she recruited 3 accomplices mary laurine laurie tackett age 17
hope anna rippey age 15 and toni lawrence age 15 to abduct torture and murder 12 year old shanda
renee sharer who used to attend hazelwood junior high school with her loveless had repeated multiple



grades in school because melinda suspected that shanda sharer was having a relationship with loveless s
14 year old girlfriend amanda heavrin one of the first and best true crime books i ever read was about
this case cruel sacrifice by aphrodite jones and when i read it i was horrified because the victim was my
age and i couldn t believe that she got killed over this girl s jealousy

Love Me to Death 2014-08-26
in 1985 with much fanfare a time capsule was buried under the front lawn of a small town county
courthouse to be reopened in 2085 but just twenty years later in the dead of night the capsule is dug up
its contents stolen that same night one of the contributors to the capsule is brutally slain in his home
with no sign of forced entry or indication of a struggle one by one others who had placed items in the
time capsule are murdered besides his suspicions about the sudden mysterious appearance of nikita
stover the chief investigator knox davis has absolutely no leads and while nikita s no murderer she
seems to be hiding plenty of secrets with more at stake than anyone else realizes the smart talking nikita
is determined to catch this cunning killer while at the same time battling her own deepening feelings for
a man and for a world in which she doesn t belong

Murder in the Mile High City 2016-07-01
if you think you know everything about the east end s toughest gangsters think again meet linda calvey
aka the black widow growing up after the war in the east end of london linda falls in with local gangsters
including the krays freddie foreman and ronnie cook when the love of her life mickey calvey is gunned
down on a job gone wrong linda resolves to carry on his work but in 1990 after years of living in fear of
her lover ronnie cook linda finds herself accused of his murder alongside danny reece in a trial that
shocks the nation still linda sticks to her code of honour refusing to confess until now after 18 years
behind bars alongside notorious names including rose west and myra hindley she is released this is the
final truth about her life and what happened the day ronnie cook was murdered

Story Of Melinda Loveless 2021-06-28
new york times bestselling author linda castillo immerses readers in the world of the amish in this chilling
series that is equal parts fast paced thriller and intriguing psychological puzzle sworn to silence sixteen
years ago a brutal serial killer left a trail of victims before vanishing into thin air now he may have
returned and only one woman can stop him but can she solve the case without revealing a terrible secret
that links her to the original murders pray for silence in the quiet town of painters mill an amish family of
seven has been found slaughtered on their farm police chief kate burkholder and her small force have
few clues no motive and no suspect breaking silence what appears to be a gruesome accident that left
three people dead turns more sinister when evidence of foul play emerge together with agent john
tomasetti kate searches for answers and uncovers a dark secret at work beneath the placid surface of
this idyllic amish community

Killing Time 2005
when catherine sayler s lover is framed for the murder of a gorgeous blonde secretary catherine plunges
into the case determined to find the real killer she soon finds that corporate crime and greed make for a
deadly mix



The Black Widow 2020
when undercover fbi agent jason harding comes face to face with the girl he had a crush on as a teen his
complicated life gets even more tricky he s dreamed of kathleen palmer for years but now all she ll see
him as is a corrupt small town cop and a murder suspect he s trapped but he has to keep up his cover if
he wants to bring down the crooked cops who ve run haynes county for decades after she had to bury
her young son all kathleen s had left is her career as an agent and her reputation but she could lose that
too if she follows her heart and trusts jason the cop involved in an investigation she s working on trying
to juggle the case and their relationship could get them both killed and when the truth about jason s
identity surfaces they ll both have to face unimaginable consequences each book in the hearts of the
south series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order books in the series book 1 truth and
consequences book 2 his ordinary life book 3 hold on to me book 4 anything but mine book 5 memories
of us book 6 hearts awakened book 7 fall into me book 8 facing it book 9 uncovered book 10 gone from
me book 11 all i need

The Kate Burkholder Series, Books 1-3 2015-06-09
the third in a delicious series featuring a dinner club that tries out new recipes while trying to catch a
killer the culinary capers dinner club is planning a fall picnic for their next meeting what could be better
than sharing delicious food with friends under a beautiful autumn sky but when club member alison
malkovich opens the back of her suv to load in the picnic supplies she finds a dead body to make things
worse it s the body of her ex husband and now she s the prime suspect because alison is a police officer
she is suspended and warned not to do any investigating of her own that s not about to stop j j and the
culinary capers gang though they know that alison is innocent and after all they do have some
experience solving crimes includes delicious recipes

Random Access Murder 1998-10

Truth and Consequences 2017-08-21

Marinating in Murder 2018-03-06
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